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Abstract

The paper is focused on detailed experimental investigation of puffing and

micro-explosions in composite water/rapeseed oil droplets in the presence of

lignite and bituminous coal micro-particles in water. Gas temperature was

measured using a high speed National Instruments 9219 for data collection

and an S-type thermocouple. Video recording of droplet micro-explosions was

performed using a Phantom Miro M310 high-speed camera. Droplets with

radii in the range 1-2 mm were placed in a hot chamber with air velocities 3-7

m/s and temperatures up to 600◦C. The time to puffing/micro-explosion and

average radii of child droplets generated during puffing and micro-explosions

are shown to decrease with increasing gas temperature. The presence of bi-

tuminous coal led to a visible decrease in these radii. The observed times to

puffing/micro-explosion were interpreted in terms of the recently developed
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model of the phenomenon based on the assumption that a single spherical

water sub-droplet is located in the centre of a spherical fuel droplet. The time

to puffing/micro-explosion in this model is associated with the time instant

when the temperature at the water/fuel interface reaches the water nucle-

ation temperature. The model predicts a decrease in time to puffing/micro-

explosion in agreement with experimental observations. The effect of coal

particles on this time is shown to be weak in agreement with observations

at gas temperatures above 300◦C. It is shown that the times to puffing pre-

dicted by the model are close to those predicted by a simpler model in which

these times are identified with the time instants when the temperature at

the water/fuel interface reaches the boiling temperature of water.
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rapeseed oil/water droplets, micro-explosions, puffing, solid micro-particles,
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Nomenclature

Nu Nusselt number [-]

Ncd number of child droplets [-]

Pr Prandtl number [-]

rcd radii of child droplets [m]

Rd0 initial droplet radius [m]

Re Reynolds number [-]

Sc Schmidt number [-]

Sh Sherwood number [-]

S area [m2]
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t time [s]

T temperature [◦C or K]

Ua ambient air velocity [m/s]

Greek symbols

∆τ difference in times to puffing/micro-explosion [s]

τ time to puffing/micro-explosion [s]

Subscripts

a ambient air

B boiling

N nucleation

w water/fuel interface

0 parent droplet

1 child droplet

1. Introduction1

Puffing and micro-explosions in fuel/water droplets are known to lead to2

a considerable increase in the liquid fuel surface area, which in turn leads to3

an increase in the fuel evaporation rate and the formation of a fuel vapour/air4

mixture. This leads to a reduction in the inertia of the ignition process, and5

ensures complete combustion of the fuel vapour and a reduction in harmful6

emissions [1]-[4].7

Among numerous experimental studies of this process we can mention8
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investigations of micro-explosions in premixed fuel/water droplets [5, 6], and9

non-premixed fuel/water droplets [7, 8]. In premixed droplets a large number10

of small water droplets is almost evenly distributed inside a relatively large11

fuel droplet. In non-premixed droplets a single water droplet is located inside12

the fuel droplet. Fuel can be single- or multi-component. The authors of [9]13

drew attention to the fact that micro-explosions can be preceded by the14

coalescence of water sub-droplets during the oil droplet heating process. In15

[10] it was shown that CO2 dissolved in water leads to a reduction in time16

to puffing/micro-explosions. The time to micro-explosions was shown to17

increase when distilled water was used instead of tap water [11].18

The reduction in the relative size of water sub-droplets was shown to19

lead to an increase in fuel droplet temperature just before micro-explosion20

and a reduction in the probability of micro-explosions [12, 13, 14]. This re-21

sult is consistent with the finding by the authors of [15] that an increase in22

temperature of the ambient gas leads to a reduction in the time to micro-23

explosion and intensification of the micro-explosion process. It was shown24

that micro-explosions are typical for relatively small water sub-droplets (oc-25

cupying 5-10% of the overall droplet volume) while puffing is more typical for26

larger water sub-droplets (occupying more than 10% of the overall droplet27

volume) [16]. In [17] it was shown that for a certain fuel droplet size the num-28

ber of child droplets produced during micro-explosions reaches its maximal29

value. Further details of studies of micro-explosions in various fuel mixtures,30

including Diesel, biodiesels, RP-3, Jet A-1 fuel and ethanol, are described in31

[18]-[21].32

The effects of adding micro- and nano-particles to fuels leading to inten-33
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sification of micro-explosions and consequently combustion processes, was34

considered in a number of papers, including [22]-[27]. Various particles were35

used in these investigations, including a mixture of aluminum and carbon36

[24], titanium tetraisopropoxide [25], and boron and boron-carbon [26]. The37

authors of [27] used particles of coke ash which were added to both fuel and38

water in their experiments.39

To the best of our knowledge, the authors of [28] were the first to inves-40

tigate the effects of solid particles in water on the characteristics of micro-41

explosions in fuel/water droplets. It was shown that solid particles in water42

lead to significant intensification of the processes of heating, micro-explosive43

break-up and subsequent ignition of fuel droplets. The present paper is44

focused on further in-depth experimental investigation of the processes de-45

scribed in [28], paying particular attention to the effects of sizes and con-46

centration of solid particles on time to puffing/micro-explosions and sizes of47

child droplets resulting from micro-explosions. The experimental results will48

be linked with modelling developments where possible.49

The main motivation behind this investigation lies in the interest in using50

fuels based on coal powder, water and vegetable oils [29]. Preparation and51

combustion of these fuels make it possible to efficiently utilise coal industry52

waste while reducing the effect of this waste on the environment. We are not53

aware of any previous research focused on the investigation of the effects of54

coal particles on puffing and micro-explosions of rapeseed oil/water droplets55

except the above-mentioned paper [28].56

Fuel, water and particle characteristics used in the experiments are de-57

scribed in Section 2. The experimental set-up and measurement technique58
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are briefly described in Section 3. The results obtained in our experiments59

are described and discussed in Section 4. The analysis of some of these re-60

sults using a recently developed model of the phenomenon is presented in61

Section 5. The main results of the paper are summarised in Section 6.62

2. Fuel, water and particle characteristics63

Distilled water of State Standard (GOST) 6709-72 and rapeseed oil were64

used in our experiments. Based on the results of comparative analysis pre-65

sented in [8, 28], micro-explosions of droplets of rapeseed oil lead to produc-66

tion of the smallest child droplets. Also, rapeseed oil is commonly considered67

to be a relatively safe fuel due to its high ignition temperature. It is con-68

sidered to be a prospective ecologically clean biofuel [30, 31]. Water vapour69

can react with rapeseed oil combustion products leading to the neutralisa-70

tion of these products. Relative mass fractions of rapeseed oil in composite71

droplets varied between 30% and 70% to obtain the maximal effects of micro-72

explosions (production of the smallest child droplets).73

The temperature dependencies of the key thermodynamic and transport74

properties of water and rapeseed oil are presented in Tables 1 and 2.75

Lignite and bituminous coal particles were used in our experiments. The76

selection of these coals was based on the differences between their thermody-77

namic/transport and hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties (lignite is more78

hydrophilic than bituminous coal). The temperature dependencies of the key79

thermodynamic and transport properties of these coals are presented in Ta-80

bles 3 and 4. The approximations presented in these tables were inferred81

from the corresponding approximations presented in [34] for filter-cake D82
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Table 1: Thermophysical characteristics of distilled water inferred from [32]. Temperature

is in K. These approximations are valid at atmospheric pressure and in the range of

temperatures from 0◦C up to the boiling point.

Properties Temperature dependence Units

Density ρ 325 × 0.27−[[1−( T
647.096)]

0.23

kg/m3

Specific heat capacity c (−2.2417 × 104 + 876.97 × T − 2.5704 × T 2

+2.4838 × 10−3 × T 3) /18 J/(kg K)

Thermal conductivity k −0.35667 + 5.057 × 10−3 × T − 6.1071 × 10−6 × T 2 W/(m K)

Dynamic viscosity µ 3 × 10−12 × T 4 − 3.94 × 10−9 × T 3

+2.0328 × 10−6 × T 2 − 4.6803 × 10−4 × T + 0.0406389 Pa·s

Latent heat L −2.4324 × 103 × T + 3.1672 × 106 J/kg

Saturation vapour 8 × 10−4 × exp (0.0508 × T ) Pa

pressure p
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Table 2: Thermophysical characteristics of liquid (subscript l) and vapour (subscript

v) rapeseed oil inferred from [32, 33]. Temperature is in K. Oil boiling temperature is

311◦C=584 K. These approximations are valid at atmospheric pressure and in the range

of temperatures from 0◦C up to the boiling point.

Properties Temperature dependence Units

Molar mass ρ 296.478 kg/kmole

Density ρl −0.71797 × T + 1086.023 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity cl 1915 - 2.163×T+0.00829×T 2 J/(kg K)

Thermal conductivity kl 0.171427 ×
(
1 − T

768.86

)0.38/( T
768.86

)1/6
W/(m K)

Dynamic viscosity µl 0.259613 × exp
(
−10.83 + 2099

T

)
Pa·s

Latent heat L 9.699468 × (768.86 − T )0.38 MJ/kg

Saturation vapour (9501.84 − 80.4222 × T + 0.1762992 × T 2)

pressure p × exp (−101.808 + 0.49397 × T − 0.817506 × 10−3 × T 2

+0.478278 × 10−6 × T 3) Pa

Vapour 2.0 × 10−5 × T 1.75/101325

diffusion coefficient Dv m2/s

Vapour specific −210.68717 + 1976.32596 ×
(

T
300

)
heat capacity cv −358.027218 ×

(
T
300

)2
+ 33.556761 ×

(
T
300

)3
J/(kg K)

−1.565423 ×
(

T
300

)4
+ 0.028632 ×

(
T
300

)5
Vapour (−15.986 + 0.2164 × T − 0.000038343 × T 2) × 10−7

dynamic viscosity µv Pa·s

Vapour thermal −0.010543 + 6.0043 × 10−5 × T + 1.9776 × 10−8 × T 2

conductivity kv W/(m K)
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Table 3: Thermophysical characteristics of lignite inferred from [34]. Temperature is in ◦C.

These approximations are valid at atmospheric pressure and in the range of temperatures

0◦C-800◦C.

Properties Temperature dependence Units

Density ρ 0.0033 T 2 - 1.5609 T + 1556.9 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity c 1262.2 T 0.0346 J/(kg◦C)

Thermal conductivity k 0.0000005 T 2 - 0.0003 T + 0.1562 W/(m◦C)

Table 4: Thermophysical characteristics of bituminous coal (type D – long-flaming) in-

ferred from [34]. Temperature is in ◦C. These approximations are valid at atmospheric

pressure and in the range of temperatures 0◦C-800◦C.

Properties Temperature dependence Units

Density ρ 0.003 T 2 - 1.4065 T + 1402.9 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity c 1154 T 0.0346 J/(kg◦C)

Thermal conductivity k 0.0000009 T 2 - 0.0006 T + 0.2707 W/(m◦C)

which were modified using the ratios of the corresponding characteristics for83

filter-cake D and lignite and bituminous coal at 20◦C. The characteristics of84

lignite and bituminous coal at this temperature are also presented in [34].85

We believe that this approach is acceptable based on similarities between the86

structures of filter-cake D and lignite and bituminous coal.87

Note that viscosities of water suspensions with lignite were much higher88

than those with bituminous coal. This is attributed to the higher porosity89

of lignite [34].90
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Coal dust with various particle sizes (40 ± 10 µm, 100 ± 20 µm, and91

140 ± 20 µm) was prepared using a specialised Pulverisette 14 Fritsch rotor92

mill, a sieve to isolate particles of the required sizes, and a seeding device.93

The range of coal particle sizes 40-150 µm is most often used in industrial94

technologies, including low temperature combustion of coal dust in thermal95

power stations. Set-ups for producing coal dust with particles in this range96

are used in currently available energy devices. The methodology for grilling97

coal to produce the required coal dust is similar to that described in [35].98

In the next stage, coal dust was mixed with water for 15 minutes to99

produce a homogeneous mixture. The process was controlled by a specially100

designed lighting system and high speed video camera.101

3. Experimental set-up and measurement technique102

A general view of the experimental set-up, used for the analysis of droplet103

puffing/micro-explosions during their convective heating, is presented in Fig-104

ure 1. The main elements used in the heating set-up are a Leister CH 6060105

hot-air blower (air velocity 0.5-10 m/s) and a Leister LE 5000 HT air heater106

(temperature range 20-1000◦C). These elements allowed us to generate a hot107

air flow with required velocity Ua and temperature Ta. This flow was formed108

in a hollow silica-glass cylinder with an internal diameter of 0.1 m and wall109

thickness 2 mm. Three holes of 10 mm diameter were made in the cylinder110

wall to allow the illumination of droplets during their injection into the air111

flow, and video recording of the processes. Gas temperature was measured112

using a high speed National Instruments 9219 for data collection and an S-113

type thermocouple. The thermocouple temperature range was 0-1600◦C, its114
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junction diameter 0.05 mm, inertia 0.1 s and its measurement errors did not115

exceed ±1◦C.116

As in our previous paper [7], gas velocities were measured using the Par-117

ticle Image Velocimetry (PIV) method. These velocities depended on air118

temperature and varied from 3 to 7 m/s. Errors of velocity measurements119

did not exceed 2%. The droplet under investigation was placed on a minia-120

ture steel holder of diameter 0.6 mm which was introduced into a hot gas121

flow with the help of a motorised manipulator.122

No special arrangements were made to ensure adherence of droplets to the123

holder. Conditions under which droplets were not detached from the holder124

were investigated. These depended on several factors, including ambient125

temperature, air velocity and droplet composition [7].126

Video recording of droplet micro-explosions was performed using a Phan-127

tom Miro M310 high-speed camera. Storage and analysis of images was per-128

formed using specialised Phantom Camera Control software. Video recording129

took place at 1,000-10,000 frames per second. This frequency increased as130

the time to puffing/micro-explosions decreased. This approach allowed us to131

obtain high resolution images of secondary (child) droplets.132

Between 5 and 10 experiments were performed under identical condi-133

tions. Repeatability of the results was not less than 90%. This was ensured134

by choosing conditions for the experiments when puffing/micro-explosion of135

droplets has been consistently realised (see [7] for further discussion).136

Air flow temperatures up to 600◦C were used in our experiments. It was137

shown that even for these relatively low temperatures the micro-explosions of138

droplets could be consistently observed and investigated. At higher temper-139
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atures, it was very difficult to position droplets on the holder to ensure their140

fixed position during the whole experiment. In this case, droplets tended141

to detach from the holder before they were introduced into the air flow or142

started boiling and disintegrated at the entrance to the cylindrical channel.143

To generate droplets of rapeseed oil/water with solid particles, Finnpipette144

Novus dispensers with a volume increment of 0.01 µl were used. The initial145

droplet radii Rd0 were inferred from the analysis of video images before the146

start of heating. Four droplet diameters at different cross-sections were ob-147

tained and the average value of this diameter was calculated to obtain Rd0.148

The errors of individual measurements of droplet diameters did not exceed149

0.001 mm.150

To calculate the numbers of child droplets Ncd and their radii rcd two151

approaches were used.152

The first approach was based on the original software developed in Math-153

ematica [36]. The time instants of micro-explosions leading to the formation154

of child droplets were inferred from video images obtained in our experiments.155

The images at these time instants were converted into tiff-image formats and156

uploaded to Mathematica. The software for the analysis of the formation157

of child droplets after micro-explosions was in two parts: 1) Search for the158

binarisation threshold (the value for segmenting the image) and 2) Main159

analysis (identifying child droplets and finding their numbers and sizes using160

relevant scale coefficients (in mm/pixel)). Background noise was removed in161

both parts. Using key functions of the main analyser (Morphological Bina-162

rize and Median filter) contrast objects (child droplets) were identified using163

a clear background. Each identifiable object on the images was presented as164
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a spherical droplet with the same area as that of the object. In the next step,165

the number of liquid fragments and the sizes of child droplets were found.166

The errors of estimation of sizes of child droplets, using the first approach,167

did not exceed 4%.168

The second approach was based on the application of Shadow Photogra-169

phy (SP) and Actual Flow software [37]. Video frames were obtained dur-170

ing the experiments. Then video frames illustrating the formation of child171

droplets were selected. In the next stage the images were processed over172

several steps. Firstly, low frequency filtration, leading to a reduction in the173

noise level, was used. In the next step, binarisation of images, obtained in174

the previous step, was performed using the high-frequency Laplace filter.175

In the third step, binarised images were used to find singly connected areas.176

Thus, a non-regular dataset, containing positions of droplet centres and their177

radii, was produced for each image. Also, the images of glares from droplets178

were removed at this step. The maximal errors in estimating child droplet179

sizes, using the SP method, did not exceed 3%. The difference between the180

results obtained using the two approaches did not exceed 5%, which gives us181

confidence in the application of both these approaches.182

When using both approaches we focused not only on binarisation of im-183

ages but also on the determination of the depth of objective focus. This184

allowed us to estimate the number of droplets in the depth of focus and185

outside it. To take into account droplets outside the depth of focus, a se-186

ries of additional experiments were performed. In these experiments, this187

depth was varied and additional correction coefficients were obtained. In all188

experiments, manual focusing for low magnification systems was achieved189
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using Multi-Function Calibration Target equipment. Using this approach,190

the depth of objective focus was found by placing the target into the regis-191

tration domain. The depth of focus was defined as the distance between the192

point exactly in focus and the furthest point out of focus that could still be193

identified.194

The scale factor (in mm/pixel) was determined. The smallest droplet195

image to be analysed contained not less than 3 pixels. The size of the regis-196

tration domain varied from 14 mm ×14 mm to 17 mm ×17 mm.197

The velocities of child droplets were determined using the Particle Tacking198

Velocimetry (PTV) method [38]. This method was developed to determine199

instantaneous velocity fields of droplets and particles in fluid flows in given200

cross-sections based on the methodology of tracking of moving objects, lead-201

ing to transient velocity fields. These fields were constructed by obtaining two202

droplet images at two close time instants. The corresponding displacement203

fields allowed us to obtain the velocity fields. Once the transient velocity field204

had been constructed, the data were filtered and obviously wrong velocity205

vectors were removed. Errors in determining velocities, using this procedure,206

did not exceed 2%.207

Another parameter determined in our experiments is droplet break-up208

time τ (time to puffing/micro-explosion), which is the time interval between209

the start of droplet heating and detachment of the first fragment from the210

parent droplet. The errors in determining τ due to the finite speed of video211

recording and camera resolution did not exceed 3%.212
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4. Results213

4.1. Regimes of droplet evaporation and break-up214

Images and schematic presentations of droplet evaporation, puffing and215

micro-explosion are shown in Figures 2a-2c. The numbers of child droplets216

with various radii, generated during puffing and micro-explosion, are shown217

in Figure 2d. The intensities of all processes could vary for different regimes218

of heating, but the sequence of the processes for each regime was the same219

(see [7] for the details). The droplet radii gradually reduced during the evap-220

oration process. During puffing, isolated fragments of liquids are detached221

from the droplet; 5 to 20 large liquid fragments could be formed. An increase222

in droplet sizes usually preceded the micro-explosions. The latter led to the223

formation of a cloud of more than 200-300 child droplets with diameters of224

up to 0.01 mm. We were unable to register anything smaller.225

As follows from Figure 2d, no child droplets with radii greater than 0.16226

mm were produced during micro-explosion; no child droplets with radii less227

than 0.06 mm were produced during puffing. For intermediate values of228

child droplet radii, many more child droplets were produced during micro-229

explosion than during puffing.230

As can be seen from Figures 2a-2c, micro-explosions tend to be observed231

at temperatures higher than those at which puffing and evaporation were232

observed. This is generally consistent with other observations, the results233

of which are summarised in Figure 3. Each point in Figure 3 shows the234

most probable regime realised for three-component (fuel, water and coal par-235

ticles) droplets placed in hot air at various temperatures. As follows from236

Figure 3, for ambient gas temperature equal to Ta =100◦C, droplet evap-237
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oration without break-up is expected for droplets based on both types of238

coal. For Ta =200◦C the most likely regime becomes evaporation combined239

with puffing for both types of coal. For Ta =300◦C and Ta =400◦C the most240

likely regime is puffing leading to micro-explosions, again for both types of241

coal. At an even higher temperature Ta =500◦C, however, the behaviour of242

lignite based droplets remains the same as at Ta =300◦C and Ta =400◦C,243

while that of bituminous coal based droplets becomes puffing without micro-244

explosions. The reason for the latter difference in the behaviours of lignite245

and bituminous coal based droplets is not clear to us. Micro-explosions with-246

out preceding puffing were not observed when solid particles were present in247

the water component of composite droplets.248

4.2. Effect of solid particles249

The plots of time to puffing/micro-explosion versus ambient gas temper-250

ature and various mass fractions and types of solid particles are shown in251

Figure 4. The minimal temperature shown in this figure is the minimal tem-252

perature at which droplet puffing/micro-explosion was observed. As follows253

from this figure, the time to puffing/micro-explosion decreases with increas-254

ing ambient gas temperature as expected. The effect of solid particles on255

this time was relatively weak: for lignite (bituminous coal) based droplets256

it increased (decreased) with increasing particle mass fractions. The differ-257

ence between the values of this time was, however, within the errors of its258

measurements. The visible increase in this time for droplets without par-259

ticles compared with that for droplets with particles at temperatures less260

than 350◦C is attributed to the fact that in the case with particles this time261

shows time to puffing while in the case without particles it shows time to262
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micro-explosion.263

The plots of average radii of child droplets generated during puffing/micro-264

explosions of composite droplets versus ambient gas temperature for various265

mass fractions and types of solid particles are shown in Figure 5. At ambient266

temperatures less than 300◦C the droplet break-up process was slow with few267

large fragments generated during the process. The main process observed in268

this case was droplet evaporation.269

As can be seen in Figure 5, in all cases the average sizes of child droplets270

decreased with increasing ambient temperatures. Also, these sizes reduced271

when the concentration of solid particles decreased. The latter effect was272

much weaker in the case of bituminous coal than in the case of lignite. This273

effect decreased when ambient gas temperature increased. The radii of child274

droplets from parent droplets with lignite particles were larger than those275

from parent droplets with bituminous coal particles. In most cases, especially276

for droplets with bituminous coal, the sizes of child droplets from parent277

droplets without solid particles were larger than those from parent droplets278

with solid particles.279

We attempted to investigate speeds of child droplets 0.01 s after puffing/micro-280

explosion versus child droplet radii for air flow velocity 5.2 m/s at 400◦C and281

initial droplet radius equal to 1.21 mm, for various mass fractions of solid282

particles and their diameters (between about 0.06 mm and 0.14 mm). No283

clear link between these parameters was found.284

The plots of average ratios of the total surface areas of child droplets to the285

areas of the parent droplet S1/S0 for various mass fractions and types of solid286

particles are shown in Figure 6. When calculating these ratios we found the287
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arithmetic averages of the radii of all observed child droplets cubed r3cd (average).288

Then found the required total number of child droplets which ensured that289

the total liquid volume was conserved during the micro-explosion process.290

As follows from Figure 6, in all cases S1/S0 increases with increasing291

gas temperature. This is consistent with the results presented in Figure 5292

showing that the average radii of child droplets decrease when the ambient gas293

temperature increases. Also, in agreement with the results shown in Figure294

5, we can see in Figure 6 that in most cases the addition of solid particles295

leads to a noticeable increase in S1/S0 especially when these particles are296

bituminous coal particles. In the range of mass fractions of particles 0.01-297

0.05, an increase in this mass fraction leads to a decrease in S1/S0, although298

in the case of bituminous coal particles this effect is within error margins.299

The results of our investigation of the effects of particle sizes on time to300

puffing/micro-explosions, the sizes of child droplets and S1/S0 are presented301

in Appendix 1.302

5. Modelling versus experimental data303

As follows from the analysis in the previous sections, puffing and micro-304

explosions are complex phenomena and we will not attempt to model most of305

the experimental results presented earlier. We will focus mainly on the results306

presented in Figure 4. We will investigate how the experimentally observed307

times to puffing/micro-explosion presented in this figure can be understood308

in terms of the recently developed model of this phenomenon [39].309

The key assumption of the model described in [39] is that a spherical water310

sub-droplet is located in the centre of a spherical fuel droplet. The heating of311
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this composite droplet was described in terms of the one-dimensional tran-312

sient heat conduction equation with the Robin boundary condition at the313

surface of the fuel droplet. Both evaporation and swelling of the droplet314

were taken into account. The time to puffing/micro-explosion was identi-315

fied with the time instant when the temperature at the water/fuel interface316

became equal to the nucleation temperature of water.317

One of the key problems with the application of the model described in318

[39] to the analysis of the experimental data presented in Figure 4 is that the319

model is based on the assumption that all processes are spherically symmet-320

rical, while the experimental data were obtained in the presence of a relative321

air velocity. To overcome this problem a non-self-consistent generalisation of322

this model is applied. In this generalisation the convection heat and mass323

transfer coefficients were inferred from the Abramzon and Sirignano model324

with the following correlation for the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers [40, 41]:325

Nu0 = 1 + (1 + RePr)1/3 fc (1)
326

Sh0 = 1 + (1 + ReSc)1/3 fc, (2)

where Re, Pr and Sc are Reynolds, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, respec-327

tively, fc = max
(
1,Re0.077

)
, Re ≤ 400, Re is based on droplet diameter.328

The same notation as in the original Abramzon and Sirignano paper is used329

[40]. At the same time the recirculation of the liquid inside the droplet was330

ignored. The effect of thermal swelling was taken into account.331

The droplets were stationary. Air velocity was inferred from the following332

experimental correlation:333

Ua = 0.0097Ta + 1.3357, (3)
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where Ta is ambient gas temperature in ◦C.334

The thermophysical properties of water and rapeseed oil, used in our335

analysis were taken from Tables 1 and 2. The thermophysical properties of336

a mixture of water and coal dust were inferred from Tables 1, 3 and 4 using337

Formulae (46)-(49) of [33]. The initial droplet temperature was assumed338

equal to 300 K.339

We could include the effects of droplet support in the model without vio-340

lating the spherical symmetry of the problem following an approach described341

in [42]. In our previous paper [43], specifically focused on the investigation342

of this effect, it was shown that the impact of a steel holder of diameter 0.6343

mm, similar to the one considered in this paper, on puffing/micro-explosion344

of droplets is not significant for gas temperatures up to about 500◦C. More-345

over, uncontrollable errors inherent in our model, due to its assumption of346

the spherical symmetry of the problem, are expected to be far greater than347

those related to ignoring the effect of the holder. This allowed us to ignore348

the effects of the holder in our model altogether.349

The model described in [39] was applied to the analysis of the experi-350

mental results presented earlier. First, the times to puffing/micro-explosion351

were obtained assuming that this process starts when the temperature at352

the water/fuel interface (Tw) is equal to the boiling temperature of water353

(TB). Then, the nucleation temperatures (TN) were found and revised times354

to puffing/micro-explosion were obtained assuming that this process starts355

when Tw = TN .356

The plots of time to puffing/micro-explosion versus ambient gas tempera-357

ture, predicted for the same parameters as used for the plots shown in Figure358
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4, ignoring the contribution of coal particles, and assuming that puffing starts359

when Tw = TB, are shown in Figure 7. Plots for which the contributions of360

Ua were ignored and taken into account are shown. The relevant experimen-361

tal results are shown in the same figure. The simulation plots taking into362

account the contribution of coal particles would coincide within the accuracy363

of plotting with those shown in Figure 7 for the case when the contribution364

of these particles is not taken into account.365

The differences in times to puffing predicted by the same model and366

conditions as used for the plots in Figure 7 in the presence and absence of367

coal particles (lignite (a) and bituminous coal (b)) without the contribution368

of Ua (∆τ) are shown in Figure 8.369

There are several interesting results which can be seen in Figures 7 and 8.370

371

a) As follows from Figure 7, the predicted times to puffing/micro-explosion372

strongly depend on the relative droplet velocity. This dependence appears to373

be particularly strong at low gas temperatures. At gas temperature 200◦C the374

model predicts times to puffing/micro-explosion that are five times shorter375

when the contribution of Ua is taken into account compared to the case when376

the contribution of this velocity is ignored. This shows that this effect needs377

to be taken into account even within a model that is not fully self-consistent378

(this was not done in our previous approaches to this problem).379

b) Although exact agreement between the modelling and experimental380

results cannot be seen in Figure 7, one can see that the model can correctly381

predict decreasing time to puffing/micro-explosion with increasing ambient382

gas temperature. Also, the model correctly predicts the order of magnitude383
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of the observed time to puffing/micro-explosion.384

c) As follows from Figure 8, the effect of the type of coal and coal particle385

mass fraction on the predicted time to puffing/micro-explosion appears to be386

small. The difference between times to puffing/micro-explosion for the cases387

with coal particles and without them for both types of coal is less than 0.3388

s in all cases and decreases with increasing ambient gas temperature. This389

difference is slightly larger for bituminous coal particles than for lignite par-390

ticles.391

392

A plot of dT/dt ≡ Ṫ at the water/fuel interface versus time for Ta =393

500◦C, water volume fraction 0.3, and initial droplet radius Rd0 = 1.21 mm394

is shown in Figure 9. For these values of the parameters the puffing/micro-395

explosion phenomena were most stable. Also, these are close to those used396

in engineering spray technologies, including those for fuel [44]. The contri-397

bution of coal particles was ignored. The meanings of the cross and circle398

are described later in this section.399

As can be seen from Figure 9, the values of Ṫ are always less than 13.400

This allows us to use the following correlation, suggested in [39], to estimate401

the value of the nucleation temperature:402

TN = TB + 12 × tanh(Ṫ /50); 0 ≤ Ṫ ≤ 300 ◦C/s. (4)

The plot of TN versus time for the same parameters as in Figure 9, based403

on Formula (4) and the values of Ṫ inferred from Figure 9, are shown in Figure404

10. In the same figure, the predicted values of Tw and the line corresponding405

to T = TB are shown. Following [39], the time instant when the curves Tw and406

TB intersect is identified with the time to puffing/micro-explosion, assuming407
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that puffing starts when Tw = TB. The time instant when the curves Tw and408

TN intersect is identified with the time to puffing/micro-explosion, assuming409

that puffing starts when Tw = TN . These times in the case shown in Figure410

10 are 6.9 s and 7.1 s, respectively. The values of Ṫ for these times are shown411

in Figure 9 as the cross and circle, respectively.412

Two plots of time to puffing/micro-explosions versus ambient gas tem-413

peratures are shown in Figure 11 for water volume fraction 0.3 and initial414

droplet radius Rd0 = 1.21 mm without coal particles. The solid curve refers415

to the case when puffing/micro-explosion starts at Tw = TB, while the dashed416

curve refers to the case when puffing/micro-explosion starts at Tw = TN . As417

can be observed from this figure, times to puffing calculated based on these418

assumptions appear to be rather close although the difference between them419

can be clearly seen.420

We prepared plots similar to those shown in Figure 11, but taking into421

account the contributions of lignite and bituminous coal. These plots turned422

out to be very similar to those shown in Figure 11.423

The dependence of the time to puffing/micro-explosion on particle sizes,424

shown in Figure A1, cannot be predicted using the model in [39]. Only the425

mass fractions of particles have an effect when using this model.426

As mentioned earlier, the model used above cannot explain many ex-427

perimentally observed properties of puffing/micro-explosion described in the428

previous sections. In what follows we will share some of our thoughts re-429

garding the physical background of some of the phenomena described earlier430

without making any attempt to develop proper models.431

The thermal conductivity and diffusivity of coal particles are higher than432
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those of water and rapeseed oil. Also, the black surfaces of coal particles are433

expected to lead to additional absorption of thermal radiation in droplets.434

Both these effects are expected to result in intensification of the droplet435

desintegration process, a reduction in times to puffing/micro-explosion, and436

possibly a decrease in the size of child droplets, in agreement with exper-437

imental results (see Figures 4 and 5). Water suspensions based on lignite438

are known to be more viscous than those based on bituminous coal due to439

the higher wettability of lignite than of bituminous coal. Thus, droplets with440

suspensions based on lignite require more energy for their desintegration than441

those with suspensions based on bituminous coal, leading to longer times to442

puffing/micro-explosion of the former. This is expected to result in genera-443

tion of larger child droplets during the disintegration of the former compared444

with the latter and in agreement with experimental data (see Figures 4 and445

5).446

Increasing the concentration of coal particles is expected to lead to in-447

tensification of the aglomeration processes. The energy required to perform448

agolmeration is expected to be taken from the energy required for droplet449

desintegration. Hence larger child droplets are expected to be produced in450

the presence of aglomeration than in its absence. This would be in agreement451

with the experimental data (see Figure 5).452

6. Conclusions453

Results of detailed experimental investigation of puffing and micro-explosions454

in composite water/rapeseed oil droplets in the presence of lignite and bitu-455

minous coal micro-particles in water are presented. Droplets with radii in the456
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range 1-2 mm were placed in a hot chamber with air velocities 3-7 m/s and457

temperatures up to 600◦C. Coal particle diameters were in the range 0.06 –458

0.14 mm. Their mass fractions were in the range 0 (no particles) to 5%.459

The time to puffing/micro-explosion was shown to decrease from more460

than 10 s at gas temperature 200◦C to less than about 2 s at gas tempera-461

ture 500◦C. The presence of coal particles led to a reduction in this time at462

temperatures less than 300◦C. No effect of these particles was observed at463

higher gas temperatures.464

Average radii of child droplets generated during puffing and micro-explosions465

were also shown to decrease with increasing gas temperatures. The presence466

of bituminous coal led to a visible reduction in these radii (1.5-2 times for air467

temperatures in the range 300-500◦C); this effect was not clearly observed in468

the case of lignite particles. These results are consistent with the observed469

increase in the ratio of the total surface area of child droplets to the area of470

the parent droplet with increasing gas temperatures (1.2-1.9 times).471

The observed times to puffing/micro-explosion were interpreted in terms472

of the recently developed model of the phenomenon [39]. This model is473

based on the assumption that a single spherical water sub-droplet is lo-474

cated in the centre of a spherical fuel droplet. The heating of the com-475

posite droplet is described by the one-dimensional heat conduction equa-476

tion with the Robin boundary condition at the surface of the fuel droplet,477

taking into account droplet evaporation and thermal swelling. The time to478

puffing/micro-explosion is associated with the time instant when the temper-479

ature at the water/fuel interface reaches the water nucleation temperature.480

The model was generalised in a non-self-consistent way to take into ac-481
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count the effect of gas velocity around droplets.482

The model predicted a decrease in time to puffing/micro-explosion in483

agreement with experimental observations. The effects of coal particles on484

this time were shown to be weak, in agreement with observations at relatively485

high ambient gas temperatures (above 300◦C). It was shown that the times486

to puffing predicted by the model are close to those predicted by a simpler487

model in which these times are associated with the time instants when the488

temperature at the water/fuel interface reaches the boiling temperature of489

water.490
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Appendix 1499

Effect of solid particle sizes500

The plots of times to puffing/micro-explosion versus ambient gas tem-501

perature for three size ranges and two types of solid particles are shown in502

Figure A1. As in the case shown in Figure 4 these times decrease when503

gas temperatures increase. Also, these times decrease when particle sizes504

increase. The latter effect is particularly strong at lower temperatures. As in505

the case shown in Figure 4, at gas temperatures less than 350◦C these times506

are longer when there are no particles present than when they are present.507

The plots of average radii of child droplets generated during puffing/micro-508

explosions of composite droplets versus ambient gas temperature with various509

sizes and types of solid particles for the same air flow and parent droplet pa-510

rameters as in Figure A1 are shown in Figure A2. As in the case shown in511

Figure 5, in all cases the average size of child droplets decreases with increas-512

ing ambient temperatures. The size of these droplets also reduces when the513

average diameter of solid particles decreases. The latter effect was weaker in514

the case of bituminous coal than in the case of lignite.515

The plots of average ratio of the total surface area of child droplets to the516

area of the parent droplet S1/S0 for various sizes and types of solid particles517

are shown in Figure A3. As can be seen from this figure, S1/S0 increases518

when particle sizes decrease. In contrast to the case shown in Figure 6, the519

values of S1/S0 shown in Figure A3 for lignite particles with typical average520

diameters 0.06 mm reach saturation at ambient gas temperatures greater521

than 450◦C.522
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Figure Captions679

680

Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental set-up used in our analysis. 1 – mon-681

itor, 2 – extraction chimney, 3 – hollow cylindrical channel, 4 – position of a682

droplet, 5 – high-speed camera, 6 – projector, 7 – coordinate mechanism, 8683

– control panel for temperature and velocity of air flow, 9 – hot air blower,684

and 10 – air heater.685

686

Fig. 2 Video images and schemes of droplet evaporation and break-up687

for droplet radii equal to 1.21 mm (a-c) and plots of the numbers of child688

droplets produced during puffing and micro-explosions versus child droplet689

radii (d). Mass fractions of rapeseed oil, water and solid particles were 0.7,690

0.27 and 0.03, respectively. (a) evaporation of droplets based on lignite in air691

with temperature Ta =200◦C; (b) puffing of droplets based on lignite in air692

with temperature Ta =300◦C; (c) micro-explosion of droplets based on bitu-693

minous coal in air with temperature Ta =400◦C. Here and in the following694

figures air velocities were inferred from ambient gas temperatures using (3).695

696

Fig. 3 Most probable regimes of droplet evaporation and break-up for697

initial droplet radii equal to 1.21 mm. Mass fractions of rapeseed oil, water698

and solid particles were 0.7, 0.27 and 0.03. Both cases, when the solid par-699

ticles were lignite and bituminous coal, are shown.700

701

Fig. 4 Times to puffing/micro-explosion of composite droplets versus am-702

bient gas temperatures for various mass fractions and types of solid particles:703
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lignite (a) and bituminous coal (b). As in the cases shown in Figures 2 and704

3, initial droplet radii were taken equal to 1.21 mm. The mass fraction of705

rapeseed oil in all cases was 0.7, while the mass fraction of water used ensured706

that the mass fraction of solid particles and water together was 0.3. Typical707

diameters of solid particles were approximately 0.1 mm. Experimental error708

bars are shown in all cases. Curves 0 refer to the cases without particles;709

curves 1, 3 and 5 refer to the cases when the mass fractions of particles were710

0.01, 0.03 and 0.05, respectively.711

712

Fig. 5 Average radii of child droplets generated during puffing/micro-713

explosions of composite droplets versus ambient gas temperatures for various714

mass fractions and types of solid particles: lignite (a) and bituminous coal715

(b). As in the cases shown in Figures 2-4, droplet radii were taken equal to716

1.21 mm. The mass fraction of rapeseed oil in all cases was 0.7, while the717

mass fraction of water used ensured that the mass fraction of solid parti-718

cles and water together was 0.3. Typical average diameters of solid particles719

were approximately 0.14 mm. Experimental error bars are shown in all cases.720

Curves 0 refer to the cases without particles; curves 1, 3 and 5 refer to the721

cases when the mass fractions of particles were 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05, respec-722

tively.723

724

Fig. 6 Average ratios of the total surface area of child droplets to the725

area of the parent droplet S1/S0 for various mass fractions and types of solid726

particles: lignite (a); bituminous coal (b). The air flow and parent droplet727

parameters are the same as in the cases shown in Figure 5. Curves 0 refer728
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to the cases without particles; curves 1, 3 and 5 refer to the cases when the729

mass fractions of particles were 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05, respectively.730

731

Fig. 7 Times to puffing/micro-explosions of composite droplets (τ) ver-732

sus ambient gas temperatures, predicted by the model described in [39] and733

assuming that puffing starts when Tw = TB, for the same input parameters734

as in Figure 4. The contribution of coal particles was ignored in simulations.735

Curves 0S and AS show simulation results ignoring and taking into account736

the contribution of Ua, respectively. Symbol 0E shows the experimental re-737

sults without coal particles; symbols 1E, 3E and 5E refer to the cases when738

the mass fractions of particles (lignite (a) and bituminous coal (b)) were 0.01,739

0.03 and 0.05, respectively.740

741

Fig. 8 The difference in times to puffing (∆τ) predicted by the same742

model and conditions as used for the plots in Figure 7 in the presence and743

absence of coal particles (lignite (a) and bituminous coal (b)) without the744

contribution of Ua.745

746

Fig. 9 The plot of Ṫ at the water/fuel interface versus time for Ta =747

500◦C, water volume fraction 0.3, and initial droplet radius Rd0 = 1.21 mm.748

The contributions of coal particles and Ua were ignored. The cross and circle749

indicate the time instants when Tw = TB and Tw = TN , respectively.750

751

Fig. 10 The plot of Tw (solid), TB (dashed), and TN (dashed-dotted)752

versus time for the same parameters as in Figure 9. The values of TN are753
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inferred from Formula (4) and the values of Ṫ presented in Figure 9. Vertical754

dashed lines show time instants when Tw = TB and Tw = TN .755

756

Fig. 11 Times to puffing/micro-explosions (τ) versus ambient gas tem-757

peratures, calculated based on the assumptions that puffing starts at Tw = TB758

(solid curve) and Tw = TN (dashed curve). Calculations were performed for759

water volume fraction 0.3 and initial droplet radius Rd0 = 1.21 mm without760

coal particles.761

762

Fig. A1 Times to puffing/micro-explosions of composite droplets versus763

ambient gas temperatures for various average diameters (indicated near the764

curves) and types of solid particles: lignite (a) and bituminous coal (b). As765

in the cases shown in Figures 2-6, initial droplet radii were taken equal to766

1.21 mm. Mass fractions of rapeseed oil, water and solid particles in all cases767

were 0.7, 0.25 and 0.05, respectively. Experimental error bars are shown in768

all cases. Curves 0 refer to the cases without particles.769

770

Fig. A2 Average radii of child droplets generated during puffing/micro-771

explosions of composite droplets versus ambient gas temperatures for various772

average diameters (indicated near the curves) and types of solid particles: lig-773

nite (a) and bituminous coal (b). The air flow and parent droplet parameters774

are the same as in the cases shown in Figure A1. Curves 0 refer to the cases775

without particles.776

777
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Fig. A3 Average ratios of the total surface area of child droplets to the778

area of the parent droplet S1/S0 for various average diameters (indicated779

near the curves) and types of solid particles: lignite (a) and bituminous coal780

(b). The air flow and parent droplet parameters are the same as in the cases781

shown in Figures A1-A2. Curves 0 refer to the cases without particles.782

783
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